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PART - A
Answerail the questions. Each carries 1 mark :

1' The coefficient of price elasticity of demand at a particufar point on a demandcurve is

2- lf MR is 20 and erasticity of demand is 2, then AR is
3. MPL/MPK is

4' 

- 

is the locus of points of different combinations of commodities givethe same fever of satisfaction. 
@x1_41

Answerany seven questions. Each "lll},l"rn, :

5. Distinguish between Ap and Mp.
6' Demand function of a monopotist is 14-2xand the cost function is C= x2 + zx.Find the marginalcost, marginal revenue and equitibrir*;;tprt.' 

'- -- ^

7. What is indifference curve ?

. 8. What are the properties of demand function ?

9. Explain Cobb-Douglas production function.
10. Distinguish between erasticity of demand and suppry function.
11' Find the equilibrium price tor acommodity when suppfy and demand functions

are given by Q. = -12+p and eo - _2_p.

12. Explain short run equiribrium under pure monopory
13. Define MRTS.

14. Define Monopolistic comoetition
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PART_ C

Answerany 4 questions. Each carries 3 marks :

15. The cost of chocolate powder is Rs. 20 and that of fixed cost are Rs. 10,000.' Each tin of chocolate powder is sold out for Rs. 30. Determine cost function
revenue tunction and the break even point.

16. Explain the relationship between AR, MR and elasticity of demand.

17. Amonopolist with the costfunction c(x) = ]-", faces a demand curve
2

x= 12- p. what wiil be his equiribrium price and quantity ?
18. Explain Revealed preference theorem.

19. Explain Homothetic function.

20. Given the utility function u = (x+2) (y+1) and budget constraint 2x + 5y = 51 . Find
the optimal level of x and y purchased by the consumer.

21. Explain price discrimination.

22. Explain elasticities and different types of elasticities. (4x3=12)

PART- D

Answerany 2 questions. Each carries 5 marks :

23. Derive Slutsky equation and interpret the results.
24- Amonopolist produces two commodities x and y jointly. The relevant costfunction

is C = x2 + 2xy + y2. The demand functions Er€ p = 36 - bx ond p" = 50 _ 5y. Find the
prices and quantities that would maximize totaf profits. ' v

25. Explain the role of theory and mathematics in economics.

26. what are indifference curues ? Explain the properties. (2xs=10)


